Call 17

1. P1: everyone loves their smart phone because it is like your best friend.
2. P2: mine is
3. P1: makes you connected to the whole wide world.
4. P2: did you name yours?
5. P1: yes
6. P2: what?
7. P1: not P2
8. P2: WHY LAR?
9. ((Laughing))
10. P1: it is not named P2 ah I dunno I haven’t named it yet what’s your name?
11. P2: mine for my phone?
12. P1: ah
13. P2: lanz apacat
14. P1: so we decided to take this guy’s smart phone away from him. LANZ APACAT?
15. P2: yeah man
16. P1: ok
17. ((Phone rings))
18. V17: hello
19. P1: hello:
20. V17: speaking
21. P1: hello mister V I’m calling ah my name is ah Andrew ah I am calling from XXX ah
22. V17: ah yes
23. P1: ah this is regards about ah the phone ah you you are using right this moment
24. V17: yeah
25. P1: ok could you inform me where’d you purchase this ah phone ah sir?
26. V17: a: h I purchased it at the shop
27. P1: all the documents and all that comes with the phone?
P1: [ok]

P1: I have to inform you the ah you know each Blackberry has its own personal codes and numbers and all that right?

V17: [=have the resi

V17: [good which is good which is good OK sir ah

P1: I have to inform you the ah you know each Blackberry has its own personal codes and numbers and all that right?

V17: [ok yup

P1: once you ah turn on the phone and you go online and the numbers will be broadcast to ah ah to ah our database and so that we’ll keep track of each=

V17: [ok yay

P1: I just to inform you [do you know of this?

V17: [call me from there.

P1: ok sir a:hm who introduced you to ah shop that you bought if from?

V17: a:hm it’s my office we bought a couple of phone there already

P1: [from there.

V17: [yes

P1: ok

V17: [oh w k ahm if this is stolen phone

P1: [ahh o:w k ahm if this is stolen phone

V17: [shouldn’t this be a police case?

P1: [the thing is not stolen here in this country[do you understand?] a:h in other words=

V17: [hmm]

P1: =it didn’t come in properly and it was not paid the proper [taxes and all that ok

V17: [ok
P1: it becomes a police case=

V17: hmm

P1: once we have more than one from the same shop so=

V17: ok

P1: therefore at the moment ah ah yours is just the first evidence=

V17: hmm'

P1: = on an ongoing investigation on that shop

V17: alright so ahm you want me to send the phone over to your office?

P1: yes

V17: you cannot replace the phone

P1: because technically you didn’t buy it under XXX right?

V17: didn’t buy I ah of course lar did not buy it ah XXX

P1: and ah drop in the phone sir?

V17: I’m still not too sure if I should do that because of of ah if ah its ah if its ah stolen phone and if its ah if its not been paid ah ah tax and as far as you know

P1: so

V17: ahm I do if I do have ah ah

P1: request or an order by the proper authorities

V17: I can we can make this ah ah formal thing sir but do you really want to get tied up in this case ah?

P1: I think

V17: we are doing you a favour so that you don’t get tied up in it

P1: if you really want to get tied up in no problem we can send all of these

V17: no I I don’t understand till I ah your are stating that you are doing me a favour
That’s a favour you know that you want ahm ah

ah a favour

how could it be a favour even if after that I don’t have any phone?

ah sir you see because if we actually involve the authorities in this the authorities have to come in and you’ll be booked in under investigation as well. I don’t have any phone?

>ahm ah make this a case so I’ll pass it to the ah proper authorities and they’ll come to see you?

and most probably=

they’ll come by today and take it from you the phone

still not have the phone do you understand?

yes but at least I know that I have ah you know if its a proper ahm ah investigation=

fair enough!

and from then onwards I can me the proper ahm request to the proper authorities to ah you won’t get the phone

it may not get yeah

the phone back do you understand that?

true but at least I know that it is a proper way of doing stuff

fair enough! ok mister ahm ah I’ll=

you still won’t get

true but at least I know that it is a proper way of doing stuff

fair enough! fair enough!

=send two officers over

please ah

insert your receipt as well

ok will do

ok their are

names are P1 and P2 from hitz dot fm

XXX

((Laughing))

ok if I may ask one question?
P1: yes who set you up?
V17: yes
P1: Mimi
V17: ah you can just hold ahm if you don’t mind the language ok?
P1: ok
V17: am XXX you!!
((Laughing))
V17: I am absolutely XXX!!
((Laughing))
V17: if it’s possible let’s not have that on air but I’m gona XXX you!
((Laughing))
P1: BUT ANYWAY DUDE!
V17: yeah
P1: GOTCHA!!
((Laughing))
P1: ENJOY YOUR PHONE!
((Laughing))